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ABSTRACT: Iron (Fe) availability is a major limiting factor for primary production in aquatic environments.
Cyanobacteria respond to Fe deficiency by derepressing the isiAB operon, which encodes the antenna protein
IsiA and flavodoxin. At nanomolar Fe concentrations, a PSI-IsiA supercomplex forms, comprising a PSI
trimer encircled by two complete IsiA rings. This PSI-IsiA supercomplex is the largest photosynthetic
membrane protein complex yet isolated. This study presents a detailed characterization of this complex using
transmission electron microscopy and ultrafast fluorescence spectroscopy. Excitation trapping and electron
transfer are highly efficient, allowing cyanobacteria to avoid oxidative stress. This mechanismmay be amajor
factor used by cyanobacteria to successfully adapt to modern low-Fe environments.

Mounting evidence shows a striking dependence of photo-
synthesis on environmental Fe (1-4). The photosynthetic appa-
ratus is strongly affected by limitations of “free” Fe because the
membrane protein complexes that catalyze the light reactions all
contain Fe in heme or FeS clusters. Fe limitation is most critical
for Photosystem I (PSI),1 which is the largest sink of Fe as each
PSI trimer contains 36 Fe atoms in nine [4Fe-4S] clusters and is
further associated with [2Fe-2S] clusters in multiple copies of
ferredoxin (5).

Cyanobacteria respond to Fe deficiency by lowering the
PSI:PSII ratio (6) and derepressing the isiAB operon (7), which
encodes the antenna protein IsiA and flavodoxin (IsiB) that
functionally replaces the Fe-containing ferredoxin. In 2001, two
research groups found that 18 copies of the IsiA protein assemble
into a ringlike structure that surrounds the PSI trimer under
conditions of short-term Fe starvation (8, 9). In addition,
excessive light (10), oxidative stress (11), high ionic strength (12),
or heat stress (13) induces the expression of the isiAB operon.
IsiA is functionally versatile; it can serve as an auxiliary antenna
system for PSI (14, 15) and has also been shown to play a

photoprotective role (16) and increase the cyclic electron flow
around PSI (17). All these functional studies have been performed
on isolates from cyanobacteria grown in media without any added
Fe, which does not mimic the most prevalent ecologically relevant
conditions for cyanobacteria in modern environments (18).

Here, we report a unique, potentially evolutionarily significant
adaptation of the photosynthetic apparatus in cyanobacteria
living under nanomolar Fe conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Growth and Purification of the PSI-IsiADR Super-
complexes. For standard growth conditions, the cyanobacterium
Thermosynechococcus elongatuswas grownphotoautotrophically
at 56 �C in a 130 L photobioreactor (Satorius/B. Brown Biotech)
in medium D (19), under fluorescent cold white light at an irra-
diance of 100 μmol of photons m-2 s-1 with a mixture of satu-
rated air and 2% (v/v) CO2. For growth under Fe deficiency, 12 g
of fresh cells was washed three times with 18.2MΩ cm nanopure
water and suspended in a 160 L acid-washed glass container filled
with D medium without added Fe at 56 �C. The medium was
vigorously agitated with air containing 5% (v/v) CO2 to ensure
a sufficient CO2 supply as well as homogeneity and equal tem-
perature distribution. The culture was illuminated with tungsten
halogen lamps (25 μmol of photons m-2 s-1), and the light irra-
diancewas increased to 50μmolof photonsm-2 s-1 on the 10thday.
A daily absorption spectrum was taken to monitor the cell density,
the spectral composition, and the formation of PSI-IsiADR (DR=
double ring) supercomplexes. Initially, cells were grownwithout any
additional Fe supplement for 11 days, which led to the consumption
of Fe within the cells (in the form of ferritin) as well as in the sur-
roundings (Fe as an impurity). On days 12 and 20, 20 mL of 20 μM
FeCl3 was added to the culture. On day 22, the level of illumination
was increased to 70 μmol of photons m-2 s-1. Cells were harvested
after 30 days.
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A previously described method was modified for the prepara-
tion of thylakoid membranes (8, 9). Cells were washed and
resuspended in 10mMCaCl2, 10 mMMgCl2, 500mMmannitol,
and 20 mM MES buffer (pH 6.5) and passed twice through a
chilled cell microfluidizer (Microfluidics) at 12000 psi. Unbroken
cells were removed by centrifugation at 4000g for 10 min at 4 �C,
and thylakoid membranes were harvested from the supernatant.
After the chlorophyll a concentration had been adjusted to 1.0 mM,
membranes were solubilized with 1.5% (w/v) ultrapure n-dodecyl
β-D-maltoside (β-DDM) (<0.01% R isomer, fromGlycon) at 4 �C
for 12 h and then centrifuged at 20000g for 20 min to remove
insoluble materials. Subsequently, the detergent extract was ultra-
centrifuged (Beckman Coulter) at 200000g and 4 �C for 1 h. The
upper dark green portion of the sediment was collected, and
the protein complexes were further purified by FPLC/HPLC
anion exchange chromatography using a Q-Sepharose column
(GE Healthcare). A 25 to 300 mM MgSO4 buffer gradient was
used to elute the supercomplexes (Figure S2A of the Supporting
Information). The supercomplexes elute in a peak at ∼200 mM
MgSO4. They were concentrated by ultrafiltration using 100K
cutoff ultrafiltration spin filters (Millipore). The samples were
further purified by two size exclusion chromatography runs using
a Superose-CL6B (GEHealthcare) column (Figure S2B-E of the
Supporting Information). Purified PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes
were again concentrated and stored in a buffer solution contain-
ing 20mMMES (pH 6.5), 10mMCaCl2, 100mMMgSO4, 0.4M
mannitol, and 0.03% (w/v) β-DDM at -80 �C.
ElectronMicroscopy andSingle-ParticleAnalysis.Aliquots

of purified protein were diluted in a buffer containing 20 mM
MES (pH 6.5), 10mMCaCl2, 100 mMMgSO4, and 0.03% (w/v)
β-DDM, applied on carbon-coated glow-discharged grids, and
negatively stained with a 2% solution of uranyl acetate. EM was
performed on a Philips CM120 electron microscope. Semiauto-
matic data acquisition was used to record images at a magnifica-
tion of 80000�with aGatan 4000 SP 4K slow-scan CCD camera
(Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). The pixel size used was 3.75 Å at the
specimen level (after the images had been binned). Single-particle
analysis was performed with Groningen Image Processing
(GRIP). Projections were aligned and subjected to multivariate
statistical analysis (MSA). After MSA, particles were classified
and summed and class sums were used in a next cycle of multi-
reference alignment, MSA, and classification (20-27). Resolution
was measured using Fourier ring correlation and the 3σ criterion
(28-30). The results of the single-particle analysis shown in Figure 1
represent averages of a homogeneous class of 1024 top-view
projections. The truncated version and 2D projection map of the
PSI trimer (5) at 15 Å resolution [ProteinData Bank (PDB) entry
1JB0] was generated using routines from the EMANpackage (19).
For better visibility of individual PSI subunits, cofactors were
omitted in the truncated version of theX-ray structure (Figure 1B).
Dual-Beam Spectrophotometry. The Chl/P700 ratio of dis-

solved PSI crystals and PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes was deter-
mined by measuring the amount of oxidized P700. The proteins
were suspended in a buffer containing 20 mM MES (pH 6.4),
100 mM MgSO4, and 0.03% β-DDM. The sample (5 mL) was
equally divided between two glass cuvettes (2.5 mL each). Ten
microliters of 0.5 M ascorbate was added to one cuvette, and
10 μL of 0.1 M potassium ferricyanide was added to the other.
The absorption difference spectrum (reduction- oxidation) was
measured between 650 and 850 nmusing a Cary dual-beam spectro-
photometer. The Chl/P700 ratios were calculated using an extinction
coefficient of 64000 M-1 cm-1 for P700 (31).

Picosecond Fluorescence Spectroscopy. Fluorescence decay
kinetics were measured using the time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) technique. The excitation source was a titanium
sapphire (Ti:S) laser (Spectra-Physics,Millennia pumped Tsunami)
with a 130 fs pulse duration operated at 80MHz. The laser output
was sent through a frequency doubler and pulse selector (Spectra
Physics, model 3980) to produce 400 nm excitations at 4 MHz.
The excitation beamwas attenuated as needed to produce 1000-
5000 fluorescence counts per second. Fluorescence emission was
collected at a right angle to the excitation beam and detected
using a double-gratingmonochromator (Jobin-Yvon,Gemini-180)
and a microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu
R3809U-50). Fluorescence decay curves were collected over the
wavelength region from 660 to 770 nm at 10 nm intervals. Data
acquisition was conducted using a single-photon counting card
(Becker-Hickl, SPC-830) on a 3.3 ns time scale. The instrument
response function (IRF) had a full width at half-maximum (fwhm)
of∼34 ps, as verified by scattering from a nondairy coffee creamer
solution.

FIGURE 1: Structural comparison between the PSI-IsiA supercom-
plex and the PSI trimer using results of single-particle TEM and
image analysis. (A) Projectionmap of the PSI-IsiA supercomplex at
15 Å resolution fromT. elongatus grown at nanomolar Fe levels. The
PSI trimer is surrounded by 43 IsiA subunits, with 18 and 25 in the
inner and outer rings, respectively. (B) Generated 2D projectionmap
of the PSI trimer from the 2.5 Å X-ray structure (5), truncated at
15 Å resolution to allow direct comparison with panel A. The general
features of both structures are similar except that the peripheral PsaK
subunits show tighter interactions (yellow box) in the supercomplex.
(C) PSI-IsiA supercomplexeswith incomplete outer rings containing
16 (left), 19 (center), and all 25 (right) IsiA subunits.All 2Dprojection
maps represent top view projections of PSI from the stromal side and
are derived from class averaging of the 1024 single-particle projections.
The scale bar is 10 nm. (D) Comparison of the location of individual
IsiA subunits of the intact ring and the assembly intermediates. The
spaces between the IsiA monomers in the fully assembled complex
(right) are indicated by green and red bars for the inner and outer
rings, respectively. The spacing between the IsiA complexes is slightly
larger in the partially assembled complexes, which can be seen near
the top of the images.
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Data were analyzed with the home-written software package
ASUFIT (www.public.asu.edu/∼laserweb/asufit/asufit.html), using
a sum of exponential decays for global analysis. The fit quality
was judged using χ2 statistics andweighted residuals; fluorescence
decay curves were considered acceptable only if the χ2 value for
each individual wavelength and for the global fit was e1.20. To
produce the fluorescence decay-associated spectra (FDAS) shown
in Figure S6 of the Supporting Information, steady-state fluor-
escence spectra [F(λ)] were used to scale the amplitudes [Ai(λ)]
obtained from global fitting by their appropriate lifetimes (τi) so
that F(λ)=

P
iτiAi(λ). Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra

were recorded on a home-built fluorimeter (32) consisting of a
xenon lampas the excitation source, excitation and emissionmono-
chromators (SpectraPro-150, Acton Research, Dayton, OH),
a sample holder, and a CCD array detector (NTE/CCD-1340/
100-EMB..FG, Princeton Instruments, Monmouth Junction, NJ).
Ultrafast Fluorescence Spectroscopy. The time versus

wavelength fluorescence intensity surfaces were recorded on a
system consisting of an ultrafast laser and a streak camera. The
130 fs light pulses at 800 nmwere generated by amode-locked Ti:
S laser (Mira 900, Coherent Laser) pumped by a frequency-doubled
Nd:YVO4 laser (44% from an 18WVerdi, Coherent Laser). The
repetition rate of the Ti:S laser was reduced to 4.75 MHz by a
pulse picker (model 9200, Coherent Laser). The excitation light
(800 nm) was frequency doubled to 400 nm and focused onto a
sample cuvette with a 3mmpath length. Fluorescence was collec-
ted at a right angle to the excitation beam and focused on the
entrance slit of a Chromex 250IS spectrograph that was coupled
to aHamamatsuC5680 streak camerawith aM5675 synchroscan
sweep unit. The streak images were recorded on a Hamamatsu
C4742 CCD camera.Measurements were taken on 800 ps, 1.4 ns,
and 2 ns time scales, with 1024 pixels of time resolution. The
fwhm of the overall time response of this system was ∼6 ps at
the 800 ps time scale,∼12 ps at the 1.4 ns time scale, and∼20 ps at
the 2 ns time scale. The spectral resolution was 0.124 nm in the
spectral range of 650-777 nm (1024 pixels). To eliminate the
possibility of excitation disappearance due to singlet-singlet anni-
hilation, we also measured fluorescence decay in the PSI-IsiADR

supercomplex after decreasing the excitation power to∼3 pJ/pulse;
global analysis gave essentially the same lifetimes and spectral
shapes (see Figure S7 of the Supporting Information), indicating
that the contribution of singlet-singlet annihilation to the fluo-
rescence decay measurements at full intensity (∼30 pJ/pulse) was
negligible. Global analysis was performed using ASUFIT. The
1024 kinetic traces were binned, resulting in a spectral resolution
of 4.95 nm. A Gaussian-shaped instrument response function
was used in the fitting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T. elongatus was cultured at 2.5 nM Fe and harvested after
30 days. PSI-IsiA supercomplexes were solubilized from the
membrane in the form of a protein-detergent micelle in β-DDM

and purified by a combination of differential centrifugation, ion
exchange chromatography, and size exclusion chromatography
(seeMaterials andMethods for more details on the isolation pro-
cedure). The PSI-IsiA supercomplexes are very abundant in
the cells, and ∼80% of all chlorophylls in the membrane can be
isolated in the form of PSI-IsiA supercomplexes.

The isolated supercomplexes are remarkably stable. The
different PSI-IsiA supercomplexes can be repurified multiple
times using gel filtration chromatography without any measur-
able change in size or cofactor composition. Strong cofactor
binding is also indicated by the extremely small amount of long-
lived fluorescence (decay constant of>1 ns) observed in the streak
camera data sets (see below). The long-lived fluorescence remains
low even after storage for one week at 4 �C. The supercomplexes
even survive harsher detergent treatment and do not disassemble
in the presence of high concentrations of short chain detergents
such as 2%octyl glycoside. The supercomplexes are fully stable in
this detergent, while the PSI trimer without IsiA is disassembled
into monomers upon treatment with octyl glycoside. These indi-
cations of stability suggest that the partially assembled super-
complexes (Figure 1C) might be in vivo assembly intermediates
and not larger supercomplexes in the process of detergent-induced
disassembly.

The Chl/P700 ratio of the supercomplexes was determined by
dual-beam spectrophotometry. Three types of PSI supercomplexes
were isolated, eachwith a uniqueChl/P700 ratio (see Table 1). The
largest supercomplex contained 285( 5 Chl molecules/PSI mono-
mer (855 Chl molecules/trimer), a size increase of 296% relative
to the PSI trimer, which binds 96 Chl molecules/monomer (5).

To gain insight into the effects of antenna size on the light harvest-
ing efficiency and the kinetics of energy migration, fluorescence
decay from the various PSI-IsiA supercomplexes was measured
using an ultrafast streak camera setup. Fluorescence decay-
associated spectra (FDAS) were calculated from these data
(Figure 2). The spectral shape of the fastest component (7-10 ps)
strikingly changed with increased antenna size. In the PSI trimer,
this component is nearly conservative, with the positive peak
(indicating a fluorescence decay) and a negative peak (indicating
an increase in fluorescence) being nearly equal in size. This indi-
cated efficient downhill energy transfer (14, 15, 33) from the
“blue” bulk population of chlorophylls to the red-shifted chloro-
phylls. The equal positive and negative amplitudes suggested that
no trapping (i.e., use of excitation energy for catalysis of charge
separation) takes place on this time scale. The 36 ps component
(34-38) in the PSI trimer and its peak at ∼720 nm suggest a
trapping process that is limited by escape from red-shifted chloro-
phyll sites, while a shoulder at ∼690 nm indicates trapping from
bulk sites.

Two major changes took place as the antenna size was
increased by the additional IsiA proteins. First, the fast compo-
nent loses its conservative character, with the amplitude of the
negative red peak decreasing, while that of the positive peak

Table 1: Ratio of Chlorophyll to P700 in the PSI-IsiA Supercomplexesa

sample abbreviation Chl/supercomplex Chl/P700 IsiA/PSI (from Chl/P700) IsiA/PSI (from TEM)

PSI with complete double ring PSI-IsiADR 855 ( 15 285( 5 43( 1 43

PSI with partial double ring PSI-IsiAPDR 675 ( 75 225( 25 30( 6 24-37

PSI with single ring PSI-IsiASR 573( 30 191( 10 21( 3 18

PSI trimer PSI 285( 3 95 ( 1 0 0

aDetermination of Chl a/P700 ratios of various purified PSI-IsiA supercomplexes by dual-beam UV-vis spectroscopy. Dissolved PSI crystals from
T. elongatus were used as a control.
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increases. This indicated that, in contrast to the PSI trimer, sig-
nificant trapping takes place on this time scale in the PSI-IsiA
supercomplexes. The red-shifted pigments played a diminished
role with increasing antenna size because of the blue shift of the
chlorophylls in IsiA relative to PSI; the excitons are less likely to
become temporarily trapped by the red-shifted chlorophylls
(associated only with PSI) before migrating to P700. A further
possibility is that one of the major red-shifted chlorophyll sites is
located on the periphery of the PSI trimer (39), and its strong
excitonic coupling may be disrupted by IsiA binding, thereby
decreasing its red shift.

The exciton trapping time increases only slightly, from 36 ps
for the PSI trimer to 42 ps for the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex.
Although the overall size of the antenna complex has tripled, the
average exciton trapping time has increased by a mere 16%,
indicating efficient migration of energy to P700. The absence of
any high-amplitude components on the >50 ps time scale indi-
cates that the PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes are energetically well-
coupled, and that even the largest PSI-IsiA supercomplexes
form an extremely well-integrated pigment network.

Size exclusion chromatography fractions of PSI-IsiA super-
complexes were analyzed by electron microscopy and single-
particle image analysis. In total, we recorded 1500 images of
negatively stained specimens and analyzed 70000 single-particle
projections (Figure 1).Each 2Dprojectionmap shown inFigure 1
represents an average of a homogeneous class of 1024 top view
projections. The largest circular particle was resolved at 15 Å
resolution and was identified as a PSI trimer containing a double
ring of IsiA proteins (Figure 1A). The inner ring contained 18 IsiA
subunits, and the outer ring contained 25 copies (Figure 1A). This
PSI-IsiADR supercomplex is the largest membrane-bound photo-
synthetic structure that has been characterized to date.

All stromal subunits are present, including PsaC, which con-
tains terminal FeS clustersFAandFB.The 2Delectrondensitymap
(Figure 1A) shows the stromal hump of PSI, which is identical in
shape to the hump in the PSI trimer (Figure 1B), thereby clearly
indicating the presence of all three subunits. Further strong
support is provided by the spectroscopic data for the kinetics
of P700

þ re-reduction (Figure S5 of the Supporting Information);
the similarity between PSI and the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex
suggests that the acceptor side of PSI is intact in the super-
complex.AlthoughPsaE andPsaDcontain no cofactors, they are
necessary for the binding of PsaC in a stable functional form to
the PSI core. We have further confirmed the presence of the
extrinsic subunits by SDS-PAGE (Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information) and analyzed the PsaC content of the supercomplex
by Western blot analysis (Figure S4 of the Supporting Infor-
mation) and by non-heme Fe assays and acid-labile sulfide
assays; these experiments are described in detail in the Supporting
Information.

Figure 1C shows assembly intermediates of the PSI-IsiADR

supercomplex that contain either 16 or 19 copies of IsiA in the
outer ring. Empty IsiA rings (without a central PSI trimer) were
not observed. The configuration of the outer ring in the PSI-
IsiADR supercomplex demonstrates an astonishing symmetry
mismatch with the C3 symmetry of the PSI trimer and the inner
IsiA ring (see Figure 1D). The intrinsic flexibility of the IsiA
subunits allows them to packmore closely in the final, assembled
supercomplex than in the partial rings. The positions of the IsiA
subunits in the inner ring are also not identical in the three super-
complexes; those without outer ring neighbors show a looser
packing.

FIGURE 2: Fluorescence decay-associated spectra (FDAS) determined
by global analysis of streak camera data.Curves are averages fromdata
sets collected at different time scales. The lifetimes and spectral shapes
obtained with streak camera measurements were confirmed by time-
correlated single-photon counting (FiguresS6 andS7of the Supporting
Information).
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This variability in the association of PSI with IsiA has been
observed in several previous studies. The initial structures of the
PSI complex surrounded by 18 IsiA proteins (8, 9) and a resulting
3D model (40) led researchers to believe that six IsiA monomers
would bind strongly to a single PSI monomer, preserving the C3

symmetry. It was suggested that the organization of the IsiA and
PSI chlorophylls is optimized for the efficient transfer of energy
across this optimized interface, for instance, by the three chloro-
phylls bound to the PsaJ protein and possibly by hitherto
unrecognized linker chlorophylls (41, 42). Later, the role of PsaF
and PsaJ in the binding of IsiA to the PSI core trimer was
investigated in a PsaF/PsaJ double mutant of Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 (43). PSI-IsiA single-ring supercomplexes can still
be formed, but the IsiA ring consists in this mutant of 17 units,
breaking the symmetry observed in PSI-IsiA supercomplexes
from wild-type cells. The size of the IsiA ring around the photo-
system is strongly determined by the circumference of the PSI
trimer, in addition to specific PSI-IsiA interaction sites. This
indicates that PsaF and PsaJ are not essential for the binding of
IsiA to PSI. An analysis of Synechocystis PCC 6803 cells grown
for varying amounts of time in Fe-free media (conditions that
induce severe chlorosis) demonstrated that several types of PSI-
IsiA supercomplexes, along with various associations of IsiA
proteins with monomeric PSI and empty rings of IsiA without
PSI, can exist (44). Analysis of various PSI-IsiA supercomplexes
from a Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutant lacking the PsaL
subunit indicates that PsaL facilitates the formation of IsiA rings
around PSI monomers but is not an obligatory structural
component in the formation of PSI-IsiA complexes (45) (see
ref 46 for a recent review, as well as the Supporting Information).
All these results suggest that IsiA is sufficiently versatile to asso-
ciate with PSI in a variety of different configurations, rather than
being rigidly optimized for a specific supercomplex geometry.

The implications of a highly efficient PSI-IsiADR super-
complex for the adaptation of cyanobacteria to Fe deficiency
are profound. The addition of 43 IsiA proteins increases the
effective antenna size by 296%,with only amodest increase in the
exciton trapping time scale, allowing each PSI reaction center to
absorb more photons and process more electrons per unit time.
This increased throughput means that fewer PSI complexes are
required per cell, decreasing cellular Fe requirements.

isiABmay also function in cellular adaptation to other environ-
mental stresses; it is induced under oxidative stress condi-
tions (11, 12, 47) and in mutants where the transfer of electrons
from water to NADPH has been inhibited (48, 49). This could
suggest a connection between oxidative stress andFe deprivation.
The oxidative stress response involves investing in Fe-containing
antioxidant proteins, including the powerful antioxidants FeSOD
and catalase (50). isiAB expression may help to compensate for
this increased Fe demand, allowing the cell to cope with oxidative
stress without compromising energy production.

The intensive usage of Fe in oxygenic photosynthesis has been
explained as reflecting the high-Fe conditions under which
photosynthesis emerged (51, 52). Photosynthesis by early cyano-
bacteria led to a dramatic increase in the atmospheric level of O2.
This in turn effected a major change in the ocean-atmosphere
system, causing a “rusting out” of the oceanic Fe inventory over
the past 3 billion years (53). Cyanobacteria necessarily had to
evolve to cope with this change in the bioavailability of Fe.

Low-Fe conditions (approximately nanomolar) are prevalent
in modern freshwater and marine aquatic environments. For
example, many marine cyanobacteria contain either an isiA gene

(e.g.,Synechococcus) or apcbgene (e.g.,Prochlorococcus) (54,55),
which are similar to isiA and encode a peripheral antenna protein
augmenting both PSI and PSII (56). Others, such as the open-
ocean diazotroph Trichodesmium, which plays a key role in
global C and N budgets and has particularly high Fe demands
because of its photosynthetic and N2-fixing capabilities, contain
the “classical” isiAB gene cluster (57). Cyanobacteria living under
Fe- or light-limited conditions often contain isiA/pcb (54),
whereas some coastal strains have lost these genes (55) and are
unable to adapt to low-light, low-Fe environments. Given that
our data suggest that an IsiA supercomplex could significantly
contribute to adaptation under Fe stress in freshwater, cyano-
bacteria inFe-limitedmarine environmentsmay employ a similar
strategy. Complete evaluation of this hypothesis will require
more genomic information about cyanobacteria from diverse
environments and presents an intriguing avenue for future study.
More than 50% of the global primary production occurs in the
photic zone that generally contains subnanomolar levels of
soluble Fe (Figure 3) (58), underscoring the significance of Fe
stress for aquatic ecology and global climate and the need for
photosynthetic organisms to evolve strategies for surviving in
Fe-limited environments.

In conclusion, our data point to a novel and potentially evo-
lutionarily important structure that is induced in cyanobacteria
grown under ecologically relevant Fe stress conditions. The PSI-
IsiADR supercomplex exhibits an increased optical cross section,
allowing the cells to adapt to lower environmental Fe levels. This
may represent another example of how changes in the bioavail-
ability of Fe over geologic time have been imprinted on the
survival arsenal used by modern cyanobacteria.
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FIGURE 3: Global distributionofFe in theworld’s oceans.Cooler colors
identify low, subnanomolar Fe levels that generally correlate with
regions of low photosynthetic activity (1-3). Warmer colors indicate
higher Fe concentrations, usually found in most of the coastal oceans,
in the upwelling regions of the Atlantic Ocean and Eastern Pacific
Ocean, and in the areas of high supply of aeolian dust from the Sahara
Desert andGobiDesert, generally corresponding to areas of high photo-
synthetic activity. This figure is based on data from Gao et al. (59)
processed according to the method of Berman-Frank et al. (60).
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Supporting Information 

1. Supplementary Figures  
 
Supplementary Figure S1: Overview schematic 
 
When T. elongatus is grown at ecologically-relevant nM concentrations of Fe, the light-
harvesting capacity of Photosystem I is increased nearly threefold relative to PSI 
complexes formed under Fe-replete conditions.  This change in the cell’s photosynthetic 
machinery can be linked to dramatic changes in the availability of Fe during the 
evolutionary history of the Cyanobacteria.  By relating photosynthetic structures to 
environmental conditions, we can find traces of Earth’s geochemical past in modern 
biochemistry. 
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Supplementary Figure S2: Isolation of the of PSI-IsiA supercomplexes by 
ion exchange and size-exclusion chromatography 
 
Anion exchange (a) and subsequent size exclusion elution profiles (b-e) for purification 
of various PSI-IsiA supercomplexes.   
(a) The upper profile shows the separation of PSI-IsiASR (single ring, first peak) and a 
mixture of PSI-IsiADR and PSI-IsiAPDR supercomplexes (double and partially-formed 
double rings, second peak). The lower conductivity profile shows the required 
concentrations of MgSO4. PSI-IsiASR supercomplexes were further purified with a single 
round of gel filtration (b), while two rounds (c & d, e) were required to separate the PSI-
IsiADR supercomplex (d) from a population of PSI-IsiAPDR supercomplexes (e). 
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Supplementary Figure S3: SDS gel electrophoresis of the PSI-IsiA 
supercomplexes 
 
SDS-PAGE of PSI trimer and different PSI-IsiA supercomplexes, purified by FPLC, 
showing the presence of IsiA in all the PSI-IsiA supercomplexes.   
Lane 1: Complete double rings. (PSI-IsiADR) 
Lane 2: Partial double rings. (PSI-IsiAPDR) 
Lane 3: Single ring. (PSI-IsiASR) 
Lane 4: Dissolved PSI crystals. (PSI) 
The gel was stained with silver 
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Supplementary Figure S4: Western blot showing the PsaC content of T. 
elongatus cells and the isolated PSI-IsiADR complex 
 
PsaC content of the different samples as determined by western blot with an antibody 
against PsaC (Agrisera). Equal amounts of P700 were loaded in lanes 1 and 2 and equal 
amounts of protein in lanes 3 and 4. 
1- PSI-trimer  
2- PSI-IsiADR supercomplex  
3- T. elongatus Whole cell extracts (Fe-replete conditions) 
4- T. elongatus Whole cell extracts (nM Fe) 
5- PsaC standard 0.225 pmol (cat#AS04 042S) 
6- PsaC standard 0.45 pmol 
7- PsaC standard 0.9 pmol 
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Supplementary Figure S5:  P700
+ recombination kinetics 

P700
+ recombination kinetics of PSI and the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex at 700 nm. 

The kinetics were determined as described in Materials and Methods.  
(A) P700

+ reoxidation kinetics of PSI-trimers (T. elongatus wild type). Dissolved PSI 
crystals were used for this experiment.  
(B) P700

+ reoxidation kinetics of PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes isolated from cells that have 
been grown at 2.5 nM Fe.  
The kinetics were very similar in both samples. The reoxidation of P700

+ was dominated 
by ms kinetics that are indicative of a back reaction with (FA/FB)–, with kinetic constants 
of 46 ms for PSI (74.2%) and 82 ms for the PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes (84.4 %). The 
discontinuity in the raw data at 20 ms was caused by the recording of the data in two 
separate channels. 
 
 
(A) 

 

 

 

 

 

(B) 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

ms, 
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Supplementary Figure S6:  FDAS of the PSI-IsiA supercomplexes from 
TCSPC 
 
FDAS for various PSI-IsiA supercomplexes, as measured using time-correlated single 
photon counting.  Although the spectral and temporal resolution of the TCSPC is lower 
than that obtained using the streak camera (see Fig. 2), the lifetimes and spectral shapes 
obtained are similar. 
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Supplementary Figure S7: FDAS at 10% excitation intensity 
 
FDAS from streak camera measurement of the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex at 10% of the 
normal excitation intensity.  The agreement of lifetimes and spectral shapes with the full-
intensity measurements suggests that the role of singlet-singlet annihilation in the 
excitation decay kinetics is negligible. 
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Supplementary Figure S8: Annotated TEM images showing protein-
protein interactions 
 
Images of the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex (left) and a filtered 15 Å map of the PSI trimer 
reconstructed from the crystal structure show differences at the monomer-monomer 
interaction site (yellow box) as well as the flavodoxin docking site (cyan circle).  The 
location of the PsaK subunit, which is important for monomer-monomer interactions, is 
indicated with a red arrow. 
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Supplementary Figure S9: Original transmission electron micrograph. 
 
The images shown in Figure 1 were derived from 70,000 single-particle projections taken 
from 1,500 images like the one shown below.  Note the presence of several complete 
PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes as well as a few partial double rings in this micrograph.  
Scale bar is 100 nm. 
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2. Supplementary Methods 
 
Laser-flash induced absorption spectroscopy: Charge recombination kinetics from 
(FA/FB)– to P700

+ were measured by monitoring the flash-induced absorbance change at 
700 nm. The sample contained PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes at a concentration of 45 µM 
chlorophyll in 50 mM MOPS pH 7.0, 0.04% β-DDM, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaCl, 10 
mM sodium ascorbate and 10 µM dichlorophenolindophenol. The sample was placed in a 
1×1 cm (2.5 ml volume) quartz cuvette. As a control, the reoxidation kinetics of the PSI 
trimer (obtained from dissolved PSI crystals) were measured under identical conditions. 
Actinic illumination was provided by a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR-11, Spectra-
Physics, Mountain View, CA) operated in the second harmonic (532 nm) with a 7 ns 
duration and an energy of 2 mJ/cm2. The measuring beam was derived from a 400 W 
tungsten-halogen lamp (model 66057, Oriel Corp., Stratford, CT), which was passed 
sequentially through a 1/4 m monochromator (Model 82-410, Jarrel-Ash. Co., Waltham, 
MA) and a shutter (Uniblitz model T132, Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY). The beam 
was monitored using a reverse-biased Si photodiode (PIN10D, UDT Sensors, Inc., 
Hawthorne, CA), which was shielded from stray light with a narrow-band interference 
filter centred at 700 nm (Corion). The shutter was opened 3 ms before the onset of the 
laser flash. The signal from the photodiode was amplified with a TM502A differential 
amplifier (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR), digitized with a DSA601 digital oscilloscope 
(Tektronix), and processed on a Macintosh computer (Model 9500, Apple, Cupertino, 
CA) that was interfaced with the digitizer via an IEEE-488 bus (PCI-GPIB, National 
Instruments, Austin, TX). The electronic bandwidth of the detection system was 1 MHz. 
Typically, 6 to 12 transients were averaged. Kinetic traces were analyzed by fitting the 
multi-exponential decay using the Marquardt least-squares algorithm program in Igor-Pro 
(Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).  
 
Immunoblot analysis: Sample protein concentration was quantified using a fluorescent 
method (R33200; Invitrogen). Samples were then run on 12%, 15%, or 18% (w/v) 
polyacrylamide gels and then blotted onto polyvinylidene fluoridemembrane. The blots 
were then probed with anti-PsaC (AS04-042, Agrisera, Inc.). A horseradish peroxidase-
conjugated secondary antibody (172–1019; Bio-Rad Laboratories) was used according to 
instructions and the blots were visualized with a chemiluminescent substrate system 
(34080; Pierce Biotechnology) and the blots were imaged using a CCD imager.  
 
3. Supplementary Discussion 
 
Cell growth: Thermosynechococcus elongatus was grown photoautotrophically under 
Fe-free conditions for 11 days to deplete the intracellular iron storage in the cells. On 
day 1, 2.5 nM Fe was added to the growth medium. It should be noticed that the culture 
remained dark green without any sign of chlorosis during the complete growth cycle and 
also no phycobillisome accumulation was observed after supplementation of the growth 
medium with nM iron. At the onset of Fe deficiency, a large number of PSI trimers with 
single rings are formed in the membrane. Within 3 to 4 weeks of adding nM Fe, the PSI-
IsiASR supercomplex (SR- single ring, 18 IsiA) was further surrounded by a full second 
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ring of IsiA proteins, forming a stable double ring structure. The number of PSI-IsiADR 
supercomplexes increased with time.  Nanomolar Fe conditions were tolerated very well 
and the fast cell growth under these conditions indicated that the cells did not suffer from 
decreased physiological activity. After 30 days, the cells were harvested and PSI-IsiADR 
supercomplexes were purified from the thylakoids by ion exchange chromatography and 
two subsequent size exclusion chromatography steps (Fig. S2, Table S1).  

 
Chl/P700 ratio determination: The oxidized-minus-reduced difference spectrum of P700 
in the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex was measured in a dual beam spectrophotometer to 
determine the ratio of Chl to P700 (Table S1).  For comparison, the spectra of dissolved 
crystals of trimeric PSI were analyzed using the same setup. The Chl/P700 content of the 
PSI trimer was found to be 95 ± 1 Chl/P700, which is in very good agreement with the X-
ray crystal structure of the PSI complex, which shows 96 Chl/P700 (1).  If we assume that 
one IsiA protein contains 13 chlorophyll molecules (2)  this would imply a total of 559 
Chl can be bound to 43 IsiA proteins  If we further assume 43 IsiA proteins/PSI trimer 
plus 3 x 96 Chl for the PSI core, this adds up to 847 Chl/PSI trimer, or 282 Chl/P700, 
which is in very good agreement with the measurement. 
 
Protein composition analysis: We have also studied the response of this cyanobacterium 
to complete and prolonged iron depletion. Under these conditions, cells undergo chlorosis 
and most of complexes were found to lack the stromal subunits (PsaC, PsaD and PsaE). 
This is consistent with full-genome microarray studies of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
under iron-stress conditions, which showed a decrease of more than 50% in the level of 
the psaC transcript (3). To determine whether the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex contains the 
stromal subunits and the complete electron transport chain including the terminal iron-
sulfur clusters, we analyzed the protein composition of the supercomplex (Fig. S3). The 
results of SDS gel electrophoresis show that the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex grown under 
these conditions does contain PsaC, PsaD and PsaE, however quantification from silver-
stained SDS gels is difficult.  The PsaC content was therefore quantified by 
immunoblotting with antibodies against PsaC (Fig. S4). The results show that the PsaC 
content of the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex is similar to that of PSI trimers and the PSI-
IsiASR supercomplex. Therefore, the reduction in PsaC content noted earlier is not 
directly correlated with the formation of PSI supercomplexes, and is only induced under 
severe Fe depletion conditions. 
 
Laser Flash Spectroscopy: To ensure that the PsaC subunit still contains the terminal 
Fe4S4 clusters FA and FB, we further analyzed the electron transport chain in the PSI-
IsiADR supercomplexes using time-resolved optical spectroscopy at 700 nm. Following a 
laser flash, each of the electron acceptors in PSI recombines with P700

+ with a 
characteristic lifetime. If PsaC is present, the reduced Fe4S4 clusters will recombine with 
P700

+ with a lifetime of ca. 100 ms; however, if PsaC is absent, the recombination time 
will be 1 ms if the terminal acceptor is FX or 10 to 100 µs if the terminal acceptor is A1 
(4). PSI trimers show a rapid bleaching followed by a charge recombination consisting of 
three kinetic phases.  The most prominent phase, which accounts for 70% of the 
absorbance change, has a lifetime of ~50 ms, and is ascribed to the P700

+ [FA/FB]- back 
reaction. The slowest kinetic phase, which accounts for 20% of the absorbance change, is 
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probably due to forward electron donation from Cyt c6 when the [FA/FB] clusters have 
donated their electron to di-oxygen. The fastest kinetic phase, with a lifetime of ca. 4 ms, 
is likely due to the P700

+ [FX]- back reaction in PSI trimers that have lost PsaC (Fig. S5A). 
The PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes show similar results (Fig. S5B); the most prominent 
phase, which accounts for 82% of the absorbance change, has a lifetime of ~80 ms, and is 
similarly ascribed to the P700

+ [FA/FB]- back-reaction. The two faster phases are similarly 
ascribed to earlier acceptors that function in the absence of a small amount of PsaC. This 
indicates that the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex incorporates an intact acceptor site with FA 
and FB present and functional in electron transfer.   
 
Non-heme iron quantification: This conclusion was supported by analysis of non-heme 
iron in the two preparations. The iron content of the PSI trimer was determined by 
inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to be 13.8 ± 2 Fe/P700 and the 
iron content of the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex was determined to be 12.1 ± 2 Fe/P700. 
Because 12 Fe/P700 are expected if PSI contains the three Fe4-S4 clusters FX, FB and FA, 
PSI in the PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes contains the complete complement of electron 
acceptors. 
 
Single-particle electron microscopy: In EM images, the size and "resolution" of the 
IsiA complexes differ significantly between the outer and inner ring. The IsiA monomers 
in the inner ring show much finer structural details than any of the IsiA proteins in the 
single ring PSI-IsiASR supercomplexes that have been described earlier, while the 
proteins in the outer ring show less structural detail and also appear to be larger than the 
IsiA monomers in the inner ring.  The outer-ring subunits are comparable in size and 
resolution to the IsiA subunits in reported electron micrographs of PSI-IsiASR 
supercomplexes. We calculated that the area occupied by each IsiA monomer in outer 
ring to be ~8 nm2 larger than in the inner ring. The major reason for the size difference 
may be the presence of the detergent shell around the outer rings, either because the 
detergent is being imaged directly or because it slightly destabilizes the outer ring.  The 
increased resolution of the IsiA proteins in the inner ring likely indicates that the presence 
of the outer ring leads to better ordering in the inner ring, due to a greater number of 
stabilizing protein-protein contacts. 

A comparison of EM images of an PSI-IsiADR supercomplex (Fig. 1A) with the 
structure of a PSI trimer at 15 Å resolution (derived from the 2.5Å resolution X-ray 
structure) (Fig. 1B) shows the same major structural features. However, the PSI trimers in 
the supercomplexes show more detailed features at the periphery.  PSI monomers interact 
with each other at the periphery at more than one point in the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex, 
whereas in PSI they have fewer interactions at the periphery where subunit PsaK is 
located (Fig. S8). PsaK is only loosely bound to the PSI trimer, which explains the partial 
disorder in the X-ray structure at 2.5 Å resolution (1). The extra density in the electron 
microscopic images of the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex indicates that PsaK may be involved 
in the docking of IsiA subunits to PSI, assuming a more ordered conformation in the 
supercomplex. 

The identification of assembly intermediates of supercomplexes that contain 16 
and 19 subunits in an incomplete outer ring (Fig. 1C,D) indicates that the symmetry 
mismatch between the inner ring, which consists of 18 subunits, and the outer ring, which 
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consists of 25 subunits, is already established in the assembly phase of supercomplex 
formation. The detailed analysis of the position of the outer ring of IsiA proteins in the 
three different assembly intermediates indicates that the proteins are more densely packed 
in the complete double ring than in the assembly intermediates. This indicates that the 
IsiA protein must contain intrinsic flexible structural elements that allow both loose and 
tight packing. In this respect it is intriguing to note the increase in the structural order and 
resolution of the IsiA proteins of the inner ring upon binding the outer IsiA ring.  It shows 
that despite its conserved interactions with PSI, IsiA has the ability to adjust its 
interactions according to structural requirements (Fig. 1C,D). This flexibility is another 
remarkable feature of PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes.  The PSI-IsiADR supercomplex is the 
maximal auxiliary antenna system found for PSI trimers; we have not seen any 
supercomplexes with IsiA proteins in a third ring.  In addition, no assembly intermediates 
other than the two depicted in Fig. 1 were observed at high enough frequencies to allow 
for satisfactory image reconstruction. 

A previous electron microscopic analysis showed that terminal electron acceptor 
flavodoxin docks to PSI close to the stromal subunits PsaC and PsaD at a stromal hump 
that is located on the surface of PsaA.  In this study flavodoxin extends the outer 
boundary of the PSI trimer (5). When these images are compared with EM pictures of the 
PSI-IsiADR supercomplex, one sees that flavodoxin docks in a position where part of the 
protein could interact with the IsiA ring (Fig. S8) 

In the absence of the PsaL subunit, PSI trimers cannot be formed anymore, and if 
mutant cells without this subunit are grown without iron most of the IsiA accumulates in 
incomplete rings at the PsaFJ side of the complex (6, 7).  It was found that growth of 
Synechocystis PCC 6803 in a medium without iron not only results in the formation of 
PSI-IsiA supercomplexes of various sizes, but prolonged iron deficiency also lead to 
"empty" IsiA rings  without associated photosystem (8, 9). After prolonged growth in 
media without added iron, IsiA appeared to be the only spectroscopically measurable 
pigment-protein complex. A spectroscopic study on isolated IsiA aggregates revealed a 
characteristic fluorescence emission band peaking at 687 nm at 5 K and very short 
fluorescence lifetimes at room temperature (10), suggesting a very pronounced non-
photochemical quenching, in line with the predicted second role of IsiA as photoprotector 
(11).  It should be noted that these empty rings, formed in heavily chlorotic cells on their 
way to cell death, do not contain any more PSI or PSII and may represent a last  "safety 
valve" for energy dissipation and storage for chlorophyll that arose from degradation of 
PSI and PSII . 
 
Ultrafast fluorescence spectroscopy: Two major changes in the fluorescence decay data 
result from the addition of IsiA proteins to the PSI trimer (Fig. 2).  The first is a change in 
the spectral shape of the fastest phase (7-10 ps).  This appears to be indicative of a 
decrease in the fraction of red-shifted chlorophyll molecules in the PSI-IsiADR 
supercomplex relative to the PSI trimer.  The second change involves the second-fastest 
component (with lifetimes of 36-44 ps), which shows a spectral shift to the blue and a 
slight increase in lifetime. 

Although an increase in trapping time would be expected in an enlarged light-
harvesting antenna, the modest scale of the observed increase is startling.  The antenna 
size increases threefold between the PSI trimer and the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex, but the 
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lifetime of this trapping component increases only 16%.  This appears to be a strong 
contradiction of the elegant theoretical work of Pearlstein (12), which predicted that 
trapping lifetime should scale linearly with antenna size.  These predictions had not been 
rigorously testable in the past; early efforts by Fleming and coworkers (13), were 
hampered by severe damage of PSI complexes under harsh detergent treatments. 

This apparent contradiction can be resolved by observing that the change from the 
bare PSI trimer to the PSI-IsiADR supercomplex involves more than merely a scaling up 
of the antenna.  Because the red-shifted pigments are associated exclusively with the PSI 
core (rather than IsiA), the larger antennas have a different spectral composition than the 
smaller ones.  In particular, the 720 nm peak of the trapping component in the PSI trimer 
suggests a trapping process that is limited by transfer from the energetically localized red 
states to P700, while the 690 nm peak of the trapping component in PSI-IsiA suggests a 
diffusion-limited trapping process, where most excitation resides on the bulk chlorophylls 
prior to trapping by P700.  Thus, while the lifetimes of the second component in these two 
samples are similar, they represent physically different processes and a comparison with 
Pearlstein's predictions (which account only for diffusion-limited trapping) is 
unwarranted.  PSI-IsiA supercomplexes from T. elongatus therefore provide an ideal 
model system in which a crossover between diffusion limited and transfer-to-trap limited 
kinetics can be observed.   

The absence of any high-amplitude components on the >50 ps scale (as have been 
observed in eukaryotic PSI-LHCI supercomplexes (14, 15)) indicates that there are no 
large chlorophyll pools that are poorly coupled to P700; the entire light-harvesting system 
is tightly-coupled.  In fact, the small increases in decay lifetimes described above indicate 
that even the largest PSI-IsiA supercomplexes form a pigment network that is as well-
integrated as that of the PSI trimer.  This is in agreement with previous spectroscopic 
studies of single ring PSI-IsiA complexes (16, 17). 

Close consideration of the averaged TEM images presented in Fig. 1 indicates 
that this efficient coupling is probably the result of close packing of the pigments and not 
highly specific inter-subunit contacts.  The inner IsiA ring consists of 18 subunits which 
make contact with a PSI trimer with C3 symmetry – this means that the interaction 
between PSI and IsiA takes place in six distinct protein environments.  It is possible that 
the protein-protein interactions between IsiA and the periphery of PSI have been 
optimized by evolution to provide efficient excitation transfer across this interface.  The 
outer IsiA ring contains 25 subunits and therefore lacks a C3 axis of symmetry.  This 
means that every one of the outer subunits experiences a unique environment and makes 
protein-protein contacts that are slightly different from all of its neighbours.  It is highly 
unlikely that each of these 25 contact surfaces has been separately optimized to allow for 
efficient energy transfer across the interface between the two rings. 

A more likely explanation for this efficient coupling is suggested by theoretical 
studies of antenna optimality in PSI (18, 19).  The consensus that has emerged from 
structure-based exciton network models of PSI is that only a few pigment orientations – 
specifically, those closest to P700 – are highly optimized.  Despite the intricate and well-
ordered chlorophyll arrangement seen in the crystal structure of Cyanobacterial PSI (1), it 
is likely that its efficiency arises primarily from the packing of numerous chlorophyll 
pigments into as small a volume as possible.  The large Förster radius of chlorophyll a 
and its relatively long excitation lifetime ensure that any closely-packed assembly will be 
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reasonably well-coupled.  An extremely well-defined arrangement of IsiA subunits in 
PSI-IsiADR supercomplexes may therefore be unnecessary for efficient light harvesting.  
This observation has clear implications for the design of artificial light-harvesting 
systems – close packing of pigments is probably far more important than detailed control 
over their spatial arrangement. 
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